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cast development of phanghai now raises the issue of historical buildings conservation in the cityK qo
effectively preserve the facade walls of the Andrew C deorge _uildingI which is over NMM years old
and being retrofittedI detailed numerical simulations for the retrofit procedure were conducted in this
paperK qhe walls were made up of masonryI and were temporarily strengthened by reinforced concrete
layers and a steel frame during the retrofitK qhe walls and the strengthening members were modelled
using PJdimensional finite element methodK jaterial properties of the simulation model were determined
by structural inspection and mechanical testK _ased on the simulation results of the walls to be preservedI
unfavourable loading cases were analysedI and then the retrofit design proposal was verifiedK
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qhe city of shanghai has been an engine of the booming Chinese economyK vears of doubleJdigit
increases make infrastructure upgrading a key issue faced in the cityK then the conservation of the
city’s hundreds of famous historic buildings gets involvedI the issue is even more challengeableK cor
exampleI deformations of the famous buildings along the _und have to be strictly monitored on a high
frequency basisI during the construction of an underground tunnel nearbyK eoweverI monitoring by
itself is not sufficient for conservation of the old buildings xNI OzK cor the buildings to be retrofittedI or
disturbed by surrounding constructionsI counter measures for possible impacts must be made in
advance xPzK qhis is impossible without insights of performances of loadJbearing membersK pince
mechanical tests are not suitable for historic structuresI numerical simulation can be an efficient tool to
quantitatively investigate the mechanical behavior of structural members xQzK
qhe Andrews C deorge building has stood for over NMM years at the _und in phanghaiK qhe south and
east facades of the building are shown in cigure NK A retrofit of the building is now required by the
new developer of the districtK fn the preliminary scenarioI all inner wallsI floorsI and roof trusses of the
building are to be removedK qhe south and east facade walls will be preserved for their unique
architectural stylesI and then fasten to a new highJrise structureI which will be constructed right within
the lot of the original buildingK
cor the purpose of conservationI intensive numerical simulations on the retrofit proposal of the building
were conducted in the following sectionsK Current state of the structure was firstly inspectedK ptructural
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configuration and essential material properties were determinedK qhe retrofit procedureI which would be
simulatedI was then introducedK After thatI PJdimentioanl finite element model of the Andrews C deorge
buildings was builtK qaking into account the possible disturbancesI the retrofit process was simulatedK
nuantitative findingsI along with the comments on the simulationI were presented in the conclusionsK
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O.N. Configuration
qhe building is a PJstory hybrid structure with masonry wallsI timber floors and roof trussesK As can
be seen in cigure OI the structural plan is in a rectangular shapeI spanning PVKQ m from east to westI
and ONKM m from south to northK eeights are RKRM mI QKVO mI and QKPV m for the NstI OndI and Prd story
respectivelyK fnsides of the building at each story are irregularly partitioned for residencyK jany
locally retrofits were made and some openings in the walls have been filledK
qhe thick of the south facade wallsI which are to be preservedI is RNM mmK jost of the east facade
walls to be preserved are RNM mm in thickI except some parts in story PI which is PUM mm in thickK
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cig. O mlan of the Andrews C deorge building

oibbed timber floors are used in each storyK pection of the rib beams is rectangularK cor those run from
south to northI the section height is varied from NPM mm to NUM mmI the section width is varied from
RNU

SM mm to UM mmI and the interval is varied from PQM mm to QMM mmK cor those run from east to westI
the section height is ORM mmI the section width is ORM mmI and the interval is PTM mmK
eeight of the triangular timber trusses is PKRU mK fn the upper chordI size of the rectangular sections of
the members is NTR mm × PMM mmX in the lower chordI it is OMM mm × QMM mmK qhe members are
connected with each other by mortise and tenonK
O.O. Material properties
ptrength of clay and lime composite mortar was evaluated through S inJsitu penetration testsK qhe
tests were conducted in the Nst and Ond storyI and the test zones were evenly distributedK fn
accordance with the Chinese ptandard of ptructural fnspection and Assessment for bxisting
Buildings EadLqgMUJUMQJOMMRFI the characteristic value of compressive strength for composite
mortar was determined as MKRP kLmmOK
Compressive strength of bricks was evaluated by inJsitu rebound tests and lab testsK cor the rebound
testI there were O testing zones in the facade wallsK fn accordance with the Chinese ptandard of
ptructural fnspection and Assessment for bxisting Buildings EadLqgMUJUMQJOMMRFI each of the testing
zones consisted of NM bricksI and for each brickI the rebound was conducted NO timesK qhe resulting
characteristic value of the strength for bricks was VKN kLmmOK
Compressive strength of masonry in the inner and outer walls was assessed through inJsitu test and lab
testsK qhe setup of the inJsitu test is shown in cigure PK pize of the rectangular sections of the
specimens was ORM mm × OQO mmK fn accordance with the Chinese ptandard of ptructural fnspection
and Assessment for bxisting Buildings EadLqgMUJUMQJOMMRFI the resulting characteristic value of the
strength for masonry was NKMUN kLmmOK

aF qhe test setup

bF qhe crushed masonry

cig. P qhe inJsitu compressive test

O.P. bxisting deficiencies
qhe structure was built before development of the modern design theoryK ko structural columns and
ring beams were usedI and the connection between the timber floors and their supporting walls were
weakK qhe structural integrity was inadequateI and its safety has been significantly deteriorated by
longJterm residencyI improper retrofitsI and environmental effectsK jany cracks and seeping debris
can be seen on the facade walls to be preservedK pome ends of floor ribs supported by the walls have
severely corrodedK aeformations of some openings are obviousK
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qhe building is distinguished within the landmark historical buildings along the bund of phanghaiI but
its structure is vulnerable with the extremely low material strength and the existing deficienciesK qo
guarantee the structural safetyI temporary strengthening and bracing measures were involved in the
retrofit proposalK
pteps of the retrofit are illustrated in cigK QI in which the position of section NJN is marked in cigK OK cirstI
all openings of the facade walls to be preserved will be strengthenedK After thatI bottom parts of the walls
RNV

will be strengthened by a clamping trussI as shown in figK RI which will resist most of the bending
moments during the following foundation replacementK qhe brick foundation will then be replaced by
a reinforced strip foundationK qhe next step is to remove the clamping trussI and then strengthen the
walls using reinforced concrete layerI structural columns and ring beamsK qhere will be no openings in
the layerK qhe measures will be applied on the inner surfaces of the wallsK qhe subsequence is to
construct a steel brace frame inside the wallsK After the strengtheningI all lateral wallsI timber floorsI and
roof trusses will be removedK As a resultI the strengthened walls and the steel brace frame will form
a temporary structureI whose plan is in an i shapeK aeep excavation will be conducted along and inside
the temporary structureI and the structure must keep stable during the excavationK
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qhe impacts of the retrofit on the preserved walls have to be strictly controlledK eoweverI no inJsitu
structural test is allowed on the facade wallsI and the unfavorable disturbances in each retrofit step
are randomK qo evaluate the feasibility of the retrofit proposalI finite element simulation is one of
the best choices xRzK
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4.N. blement type
bightJnode solid elements were used to model the masonry walls to be reservedK qhe element was
isoparametricI and had P translational degreeJofJfreedoms EalcsF at each nodeK mrinciple stresses
within the elementI which were used to define constitutive relation and damage criteria for the
masonryI were calculated through transforming between element coordinate system and the global oneK
courJnode thin shell elements were used to simulate the reinforced concrete layerK qhe element was
based on the jindlinJoeissner theory for thin shellI and had P translational alcs and P rotational
alcs at each nodeK kormal stress was linearly distributed alone the thickness of the elementK
qwoJnode _ernoulli beam elements were used to model the steel brace frameK qhe element had P
translational alcs and P rotational alcs at each nodeK
qhe finite element model is shown in cigure SK
qhe east wall
qhe south wall

y
x
EaF qhe steel brace frame

z

EbF qhe braced walls

cig. S cinite element model of the walls to be preserved

4.O. Mechanical models
qhe tilliamJtarnke damage criteria were used for the masonry and concrete xSzI which keep elastic
within the damage surfaceK ff the material crushesI the stiffness will be multiplied by a small valueX if
the material cracksI the tensile stiffness perpendicular to the crack will gradually decreaseI as shown in
figure TI in which ft is the uniaxial tensile strengthI and ot is the modulus for cracked materialsK qhe
model was effective in preventing possible convergence difficultiesK
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qhe son jises yielding criteria were used for the steelK qhe uniaxial constitutive relations were
bilinearK qo help convergingI a small stiffness was imposed after the steel yieldsK
jain mechanical parameters of the materials are list in qable NK qhe masonry parameters were
determined by mechanical tests xTzI the concrete parameters were in accordance with that of the CPM
concreteI which is listed in the Chinese Code for aesign of Concrete ptructures Ed_RMMNMJOMNMFI and
the steel parameters were given by the Chinese Code for aesign of pteel ptructures Ed_RMMNTJOMMPFK
RON

4.P. ioading and boundary conditions
jaterial selfJweight and evenly distributed wind pressures of MKU × NMJP kLmmO were the governing
loads in the calculationsK qhe selfJweight was applied firstI and the wind pressure was imposed based
on the results under the selfJweightK
_ottoms of the walls were fixedK rneven settlements and tilting of the walls and the steel brace frame
were applied to study the structural responses under unfavourable impacts by the excavationK
Table N jechanical properties of the materials

moisson’s ratio

qensile strength
kLmmO

rniaxial
compressive
strength
kLmmO

TTU

MKOM
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NKMUN
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MKNT

OKMNM
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MKPM

jaterial

pelfJweight
kLmmP

blastic modulus
kLmmO

jasonry

NKT × NMJR

Concrete
pteel

OPR Eyield strengthF

4.4. pimulations results
aisplacement developments on the top of walls during the retrofit are presented in figure UK ft is
apparent that the displacement will dramatically increase when the lateral wallsI the timber floors and
the roof truss are going to be removed Estep Q in figure QFK qhe big displacement will affect the
stability of the wallsI so the step Q is critical for the control of retrofit processK qo mitigate the
unfavorable impactsI the removal of members should be conducted graduallyI and other field works
should be stop during the removalK iocal crushI development of existing cracksI and deformation of
the openings should be promptly monitoredK
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cig. U jaximum displacement on the top of walls

ko significant change of top displacement was shown before the removal of membersK eoweverI the
replacement of foundation and may disturb the ground soil and cause the uneven settlementsK mossible
uneven settlements may result in tensile stress in the vulnerable masonry wallsK qhis situation must be
evaluatedK
cigure V gives the displacements of the braced walls under a linearly distributed settlementK qhe effects of
the clamping truss can be clearly seen in the figureK qhe clamping truss worked with the masonry and
significantly enhanced the stiffness of the wallK iocal crush or cracking at the bottom of the wall were
avoidedI and an integral deformation occurredK qhe integral deformation was also shared by the new added
reinforced concrete layersI structural columnsI and ring beamsK qhe measures were effective in improving
the stiffness and integrity of the wallsK
aisturbance of ground soils may also tilt the wallsK qhe above mentioned measures are of less help in
this caseK cigure NM shows the Prd principle stress if the braced south wall tilted by N‰ southwardK
pignificant bending moment could be resulted near the bottom of the wallK ft was shown that the
compressive stresses in the most part of the bottom were higher than the compressive strength of the
ROO

masonry materialI indicating the severe crushingK Collapse of the walls may occur in this case which is
extremely dangerousK qo prevent the collapseI stresses in the bottom parts of the walls need to be
continuously and carefully monitoredK jounted strain transducers are the effective way for the
monitoringK
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qhe simulation results show that the strengthened walls are stable during the retrofit under normal
conditionsI but may be dangerous under some special casesK pince the unfavourable cases are highly
possibleI and it is difficult to simulate all the unfavourable conditionsI reliable inJsitu monitoring is
necessary in retrofit processK qhe monitored data can be used to verify the simulation resultsI or
provide sound inputs for simulationsK qhe verified simulation model can then be used to expand the
monitoring resultsI and to predict the wall performances under successive retrofit stepsK ppecific
counter measures for each unfavourable case can be made in advance based on the simulationsK
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qhe retrofit of the Akaobtp C dblodb building is a challenge for engineers and researchersK
lver NMM years’ exposure to environmental impacts results in the extremely low strength of its mortarI
and then intensively impairs the resistance of all masonry wallsK ptructural integrity of the building is
weak without ring beams and structural columnsK bxisting deficiencies influence the structural safetyK
oemoval of lateral walls and floors and ground soil disturbances are involved in the retrofit proposalK
qhose measures could be fatal to the structural stabilityK
eoweverI the proposed numerical simulationsI that took into account the structural characteristics and
possible disturbsI furnished plenty of prediction dataK merformance evolution of the walls to be
preserved was reliably trailedK _ased on the simulationsI the following conclusions can be used with
monitoring measures to guarantee the structural safety during constructionW
ROP

NF pignificant outJofJplan deflections on the top of walls will be developed after the removal of
lateral walls and floorsK
OF rneven settlements may substantially change the deforming modes of the wallsI and give rise to
unfavorable strain distributionK
PF After the removal of lateral walls and floorsI a tilting of MKNB of the walls may result in high
compressive stress in the masonryI and then cause crushing in some vulnerable partsK
QF ptability of the walls may be impaired by ground soil disturbancesK
qhe impacts on the braced walls of the following deep excavation could also be evaluated using the
same modal and inputting the monitoring dataK
qhe research efforts show the advantages of using numerical simulation method in retrofit of historic
structuresK Although mechanical tests for loadJbearing members are unavailableI the simulation gives
quantitative insights of member performancesI and appropriate retrofit proposals can then be madeK
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